Abstract-A 32-bit fixed-point logarithmic arithmetic unit is designed for mobile 3D graphics system. The proposed logarithmic arithmetic unit performs division, reciprocal, square-root, reciprocal-square-root and square operations in 2-cycle, and powering operation in 5-cycle. It uses programmable precision for accurate 3D pipeline computation and 8-region piecewise linear approximation model for logarithmic and exponential conversion to reduce the operation error under 0.2%. Its test chip is implemented by 1-poly 6-metal 0.18um CMOS technology with 9k gates. It operates at the maximum frequency of 231MHz and consumes 2.18mW.
INTRODUCTION
The real time 3D graphics is one of the attractive applications for mobile systems which have limited battery power, energy and small memory capacity. Accordingly, most of mobile systems use low power 32-bit processors such as ARM or MIPS, and the fixed point arithmetic units have been used because they consume less power than floating point units [1] . Division, reciprocal, square-root and powering operations still require high computing power although they are crucial functions for the real time 3D graphics systems [2] - [3] . Thus they should be optimized carefully for the low power consumption.
The logarithmic and the antilogarithmic algorithms have been studied to reduce the latency and simplify the complex operations [4] - [7] . However, its operation error has not been carefully examined for its real applications. Although many approximation methods for error reduction have been proposed, their errors are still too large to be used for 3D graphics system [6] . In addition, the precision should be programmable for the fixed-point arithmetic to be used in this application.
In this paper, we propose a logarithmic arithmetic unit reducing its error and hardware complexity with variable precision control for fixed-point 3D graphics applications while its speed and power consumption are improved. It can reduce the area and the power consumption suitable for application to the mobile systems. We verify the proposed 32-bit logarithmic arithmetic unit by fabrication of the real silicon and its detail measurement results will be described. II. 32-BIT LORARITHMIC ARITHMETIC UNIT
A. 32-bit Logarithmic Arithmetic Unit
The Logarithmic Arithmetic Unit (LAU) computes complex functions such as multiplication, division and square-root by using only simple addition, subtraction or shift operations. When X=log 2 x and Y=log 2 y, the table-I summarizes the normal operations and their equivalent logarithmic operations.
Although the 3D graphics pipeline requires variable precision for each stage for accuracy optimization, the fixed-point number system supports only the fixed precision. Hence we solve this problem by making the precision programmable. The variable precision Qm.n is decided by 'n' input by the user, where 'm' is the number of bits representing integer part and 'n' is the number of bits representing fractional part [1] . The top architecture of the proposed LAU is shown in figure 1 . The unit is composed of two LOG-CONVs (logarithmic converter) for the first stage, SCU (Simple Calculation Unit) which has an inverter, an ADD/SUB (adder/ subtracter) and a BSH (barrel shifter), and an EXP-CONV (exponential converter) at the second stage. x and y are the operand for the LAU, n decides the precision of each computation, and op selects the operation to be computed. LAU is pipelined to provide the high clock frequency. Since the logarithmic converter takes more time than exponential converter does, the SCU is located in the second stage to distribute the time budget evenly. So the LAU performs functions given in table-I in 2-cycle except for the powering operation, x y . In addition, if single operand computations such as square-root operation are performed, the second logarithmic converter is turned off by the clock gating to reduce the power consumption.
The specular lighting is one of the most time-consuming parts in 3D graphics lighting algorithm because of its powering computation. In general, x y is computed by long iterations, or using large look-up table. An unique solution to x y is developed for LAU. x y can be computed as 
The error induced by powering operation is less than 0.15%. LAU enables fast lighting computation with unnoticeable quality degradation.
B. Logarithmic Converter Block
In general, piecewise interpolation method is used in the binary logarithm conversion algorithms. They usually used 2-4 regions piecewise linear method and their error ranges are shown in table-II [6] and the minimum error is 0.31%. In this study, we divide the fraction part into 8-region to reduce its error rate, and use the straight linear interpolation in each region as shown in figure 2. Equation (1)- (3) and table-III show the approximation equations used in this study. x is the 32-bit input, k is the characteristic of the logarithm and log 2 (1+f ) is the fractional part in the range [0, 1). α and β are the approximation coefficients which has 7-bit and 10-bit resolution, respectively. 
where,
The input has variable precision Qm.n. The range of input can be 2 -32 < x < 2 32 which is equivalent to -32.0 < log 2 x < 32.0. The precision is changed to Q6.26 internally. That is, the 6 MSBs of log 2 x should be 2's complement signed number for characteristic and remaining 26-bit should be unsigned number for fractional part, accordingly. 
f ' Figure 3 shows the proposed architecture of the logarithmic converter block. x is an operand to be converted into logarithmic number, and n is the precision selection bit. Logarithmic converter block is composed of CLZ (Count Leading Zero), BSH (barrel shifter), CGen (Characteristic Generator) and FApp (Fractional part Approximation).
Since the delay time of FApp is the longest, it is important to optimize the FApp. The detailed architecture of the proposed FApp is shown in figure 4 . FApp generates the approximated fractional value of the equation (3). It is implemented by hardwired shifter, MUX, CSA (Carry Save Adder) and CPA (Carry Propagating Adder). f is the fractional part, β is the approximation coefficients and s0-s3 are selection bits made by 3 MSBs of f. Although the fractional part has very high resolution, the coefficients α and β are selected to minimize the number of MUX and the adders to reduce the latency and power consumption.
The maximum error range of the proposed method is 0.05% which is the smallest value among any other reported methods [6] . The proposed logarithmic converter operates at the maximum frequency of 231MHz which is equivalent to 48FO4. The operating frequency of the conventional logarithmic converter [6] is 55MHz in 0.6um technology which is equivalent to 61FO4. The critical path and the maximum error of logarithmic converter are reduced by 21% and 83.9%, respectively
C. Exponential Converter Block
The fixed-point representation of the exponent is composed of integer part k and fractional part f as given in the equation (4) . The fractional part 2 f' can be also approximated by 8-region piecewise linear method like the one used for logarithmic converter in figure 4 . Equation (5) and table-IV show the equations for the approximation equations.
where, The input precision of exponential converter is Q6.26, and the output precision is Qm.n which is decided by n. The maximum error range of the exponential converter is found within 0.08% which is better than conventional methods [7] .
III. EVALUATION RESULT
The proposed LAU is verified in 3D graphics software environment before its chip implementations and calculated maximum error ranges of the LAU are shown in table-V. Based on our simulation results, maximum error is less than 0.21% and it is within tolerable range for the small screen size images of the mobile system. Figure 5 is the test scene and in-box shows a zoomed image for the accuracy comparison. The test model consists of 1,700 polygons with lighting and texture mapping. The screen resolution is 512x512 and texture size is 256x256. The various precisions Qm.n are used to evaluate the scene. Figure 5(a) shows the result of the normal fixed-point calculation, and figure 5(b) shows the image of LAU. Unnoticeable difference can be found by naked eyes between two images.
IV. CHIP IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS RESULTS
The proposed LAU was implemented into a chip by using Dongbu-Anam 1-poly 6-metal 0.18um CMOS technology to test its efficiency. A chip photograph is shown in figure 6 . RDX4 (Radix-4 reciprocal-square-root) is also implemented for the performance comparison [1] . The gate counts of LAU and RDX4 take 9k and 44k, respectively. The core size is 1.0mmx1.0mm and the LAU size is 240umx600um. The fabricated LAU operates at the frequency of 231MHz at 1.8V supply voltage and its shmoo plot is given in figure 7 . The maximum operating frequency figure 8 . The latency and throughput of LAU is measured to be 2-cycle and 1-cycle, respectively, while those of RDX4's are measured as 10-cycle and 8-cycle, respectively. By using LAU in fixedpoint arithmetic, the performance is found to be improved by 5 times compared to complex RDX4 method. The power consumption of the LAU is 2.18mW for one operand computation and 3.07mW for two operands computation. The power consumption of RDX4 is 4.29mW, which is 1.97 times of LAU's. Table VI compares V. CONCLUSION A 32-bit LAU is proposed for mobile 3D graphics system. The arithmetic unit consists of a binary logarithmic converter, an adder, a shifter and a binary exponential converter. It uses 8-region piecewise linear interpolation approximation algorithms and supports variable precision to compute complex functions fast and accurately. LAU is implemented with 0.18um CMOS technology and it takes 9k gate count. The fabricated LAU runs at 231MHz, and performs multiplication, division, reciprocal, reciprocalsquare-root and square operations in only 2-cycle, and powering operation in 5-cycle. The errors of computations are within 0.2%, which is tolerable in the case of small screen size of mobile 3D graphics system. It consumes 2.18mW for 1 operand computation, 3.07mW for 2 operands computation. The measured results clearly indicate the fixed point logarithmic arithmetic unit is suitable for the datapath of the mobile 3D graphics systems.
